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Welcome to the  Year 4 Information evening for the 

Multiplication Tables Check
These are examples of questions that are taught in our Maths curriculum in Year 6. Have a look whilst we’re waiting to start!



Times Tables knowledge is vital throughout the whole school 

curriculum.

When your child was at the Infant school they would have 

experienced them like this.

Reception and Year 1 - Some children may start 

grouping objects in twos Some children may count on 

or back in fives and tens 

Year 2 - Know and recall 

multiplication and division facts 

for 2,5 and 10s 

2 x 5 = 10 

5 x 2 = 10 

10 ÷ 2 = 5 

10 ÷ 5 = 2 



Times Tables knowledge is vital throughout the whole school 

curriculum.

Know and recall multiplication and division facts for 3, 4 and 8

In Year 3

Answer questions like

36 x 4
3 x 5 = 15

5 x 3 = 15

15 ÷ 3 = 5

15 ÷ 5 = 3



3 x 12 = 36 

12 x 3 = 36

36 ÷ 3 = 12 

36 ÷ 12 = 3

In Year 4

Know and recall multiplication and division facts for 6, 7, 9, 11 and 12 

Answer questions like

243 x 6

673 ÷ 7

34 x 10 x 3
40 x 700 

5 x 90 



Children are expected to be fluent in their times tables up to 12x by 

the end of Year 4.

In Year 5

Know and recall 

squared (3x3)

and cubed numbers 

(3 x 3 x 3) 

Answer questions like

4,623 x 45 

4724 ÷ 8

What is     of 36? 
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In Year 6
Children are expected to be fluent in their times tables up to 12x by 

the end of Year 4.

Answer questions like

5672 x 48 

4756 ÷ 43 

What is    of 90? 

What is 60% of 420? 

What is 52% of 3100?

𝟗

𝟏𝟎



Times Tables are a vital part of understanding in Maths and also come into 

many other areas of the curriculum.

In Design Technology, to make one layer of a tower they use 4 pieces of 

wood so they can work out how many pieces they would need for 6 layers.

In Science, when carrying out 

experiments. For example if a 

toy car travels 2m in 10 

seconds, how long will it take 

to travel 10m?



• Working out the area to buy a carpet.

• Changing a recipe to suit the number required.

• When abroad and working out exchange rates.

• Calculating amounts when having a party.

• Number of bricks to build a wall.

They are also so important in the real world.



Children who are not secure in all 

these facts will find it a lot harder to 

access the curriculum throughout 

their time in school compared to 

those who are.
Therefore, the Government introduced the Statutory Multiplication Tables 

Check (MTC) for the end of Year 4.



What is the Multiplication Tables Check?

The MTC (taken in June) is a test which determines 
whether your child can fluently recall all their times 
tables up to 12. It has been introduced so the focus 
on learning all these facts is high priority in the 
earlier years of primary school. A secure knowledge 
of these facts is essential for future success in 
mathematics. 



How do they test the facts?

It is an on-screen check consisting of 25 times table 
questions. Your child will be able to answer 3 
practice questions before taking the actual check. 
They will then have 6 seconds to answer each 
question. On average, the check should take no 
longer than 5 minutes to complete.



The screen test looks like this.

Children can answer 3 
practice questions before the 
actual test.



We will have access to all our children’s results, allowing 
those children who need additional support to be identified 
and supported through the following year.

We will share your child’s score in their end of year report.

What will the results mean?



• Times tables are taught every day as part of our Maths lessons

• All children have access to a Times Table Rockstars account. This 
is an excellent online game where children are encouraged to 
practise their tables in a competitive way against peers, 
themselves or other members of the school

• Teachers test times tables weekly (TT ladder) to check where 
they are up to

• Maths homework always has a times table focus.

What are we doing in school to prepare them?



• Support with the TT homework that is sent home every week. 
You could use some of the flash cards and games in future 
weeks to re-visit facts.

• Randomly ask TT questions at home whilst cooking/eating 
dinner.

• Encourage daily (or an average of 45 mins a week) use of TTRS

How can you help at home?



Why is using TTRS so important?
We can see the specific facts that your child is really secure in, those that they are not and 
those that haven’t yet been tested on the games. As we get nearer the test, we can use this for 
really specific targeting.

Green boxes are facts that children can answer in under 5 seconds!



One of the games is called SOUNDCHECK. This replicates the format of the online MTC. We will 
do these periodically in school – definitely every term in our assessment week. We can see 
everyone’s scores and again gives a really good picture as to where we need to target support. 



How do we reward the children for practising?
Every week, we look at the effort over the previous 7 days. 

Average of 5+ mins daily – 1HP 8+ mins daily – 2HP 10+ mins daily – 3HP

Child with the most time 5 bonus HP











Thank-you for coming 

tonight. We are more than 

happy to answer the 

questions you have.



Work through games:
• Garage – target times tables – teacher set, based on TT ladder in school

• Jamming – children choose – if they use this, make sure they are choosing ones they 
need to practise!

• Gig

• SOundcheck


